Red Bull Racing Factory Tour and Simulator
Experience Plus a Meet & Greet with Team
Principal Christian Horner,Offered for sale
on behalf of Wings for Life
Lot sold

USD 3 859 - 5 146
GBP 3 000 - 4 000 (listed)

Standort
Chichester , 04. Juli

Beschreibung
Red Bull Racing Factory Tour and Simulator Experience Plus a Meet & Greet with Team Principal
Christian Horner,Offered for sale on behalf of Wings for Life, A 90min tour of the Red Bull Racing
factory in Milton Keynes, will give you an understanding of the life cycle involved in designing and
manufacturing the Aston Martin Red Bull Racing RB15.
As well as the behind-the-scenes tour, meet with Team Principal, Christian Horner OBE. Ask Christian
his thoughts on the season as well as picking up some vital tips to aid your very own driving skills!
Then, pick an F1 circuit of choice, receive one-on-one coaching by their simulator engineers and then
put yourself to the ultimate test to see how you cope with the complexity of driving an F1 car. This
isn't for the faint hearted and offers a very true representation of the fitness, stamina and
concentration required by a modern day F1 driver, normally reserved exclusively for drivers during
the race preparation stages.
Terms and conditions: Maximum of 2 people; guests must be 16 years or over; all assets of the
experience to be used on one day by the same 2 people; order of experiences are dependent on date
and time of booking; meet and greet subject to Christian Horner availability, on weekdays only;
experience must be redeemed in 2019; cannot be sold onto third parties.
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Titel Herr
Vorname Jamie
Nachname Knight
101 New Bond Street
London
W1S 1SR
Vereinigtes Königreich
Telefonnummer +44-2074685801
Fax +44-2074477401
https://www.goodwood.com/motorsport/festivalof-speed/
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